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Abstract: It is shown that the class 9 of compact Tr spaces is the union of class . Yp, one 
for each iWa1 ordinal air, where each subclass Q is generated by a single element W&; the 
class ol;, consists of the extension closed subspaces of products of Wp, where a subspace is 
extension closed if every open cc:‘er of it extends to an open cover of the containing space. The 
space WM leave the propel ty that every descending chain of closed subsets is finite. Certain use- 
ful subspaces of the w 
the univer ial spaces ti 
‘s are considered. The properties of various classes of spaces related to 
p are considered, and ceatain cardinal invariants that can be attached to a 
space arc f xamined. 
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1. Introduction 
The class of compact T1 spaces is becoming an object of serious tudy 
from many points of view. As Arhangel’skil remarks, the results of De. 
Groot [ 31 show that “compact T, topologies preserve complete infor- 
mation about practically ;a11 the interesting (and, as arule, the stronger!) 
topologies. This contradicts the current viewpoint hat T, spaces are un- 
necessary and devoid of interest.” Arhangel’skfi urther remarks that 
“... it is natural, in the light of De Groot’s result, to examine compact 
T1 spaces! Very little study has been made of them.” Ttme present paper 
examines the structure of the class w of compact T1 spaces, and exhi- 
bits a similarity to tht, structure of the class % of compact Nausdorff 
spaces that is as surprising as it is encouraging to those who wish to ex- 
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Th~e f’ii~ and most pressing difference between the class W and the 
class ‘*u is a manifestation of the more fundamental difference between 
the class 9 of T, spaces and the class C? of completely regular T, spaces. 
Namely, there is & single space R (the real line) which generates C? in the 
sense that e consists precisely of the homeomorphs of subspaces of pro- 
ducts of IL It has been shown by Mrowka [ lO] and by Herrl?ch [41 that 
this cannot be the case for the class 9; Herrlich shows, in fact, t 
given any space FE 9, there is a regular space G E F (of cardin 
thzli;l 1) such that every map from G into F is constant. Thus, no single 
spaice (and consequently, no set of spaces) can generate 7. This result is 
quite disheartening in relation to the structure of 3 and 99; the com- 
plexities eem truly without bound. 
In the present paper it is shown that some simplicity still remains; a
cardinal index (the Frechet character) is attached, in a very natural man- 
ner, to each member of 9. Then 9 is expressible as an expanding union 
-of classes FF;I, where 9” is the class of all members of F with index not 
greater than the cardinal (= initial ordinal) oP. Each class FP is shown 
to be closed under formation of products and subspaces, and it is shown 
that each class YP is generated by a single member WP, which is in addi- 
tion a colflpact space. 
Pa&i;, to the examination of the subclass Cw of 9, this subclass may 
be expmaed as the expanding union of classes C&, = FP n 94. Since 
the universal space WP for Fr( belongs to QQ, it might be hoped that 
the class ‘3ipP would consist precisely of the homeomorphs of closed sub- 
spaces lo: products of WP ; certainly all such spaces belong. to Q#, . It is 
shown that this characterization of 9#M does not hold, but that with a 
slight we:skening of the concept of closed subspace such a characteriza- 
tion of %PJ can be given. The concept of extension closed subspace, 
which i.s equivalent to closed subspace in Hausdorff spaces, is the weaker 
concept required; it is shown that the class ~9~ consists precisely of the 
extension closed subspaces of products of 
The fjnal portion of the paper examine special structure of the 
universal compact spaces Wcl (and of certain of their subspaces). It is 
shown that these spaces are compact in a v~;ly strong sense, and closely 
strong type of compactness possessed by varieties in the 
of a Noetherian ring ( see [ la]). This connection seems 
quite remmkable, since the ebraic geometers have heretofore been 
the leading roup interest 
aonnection is with our r 
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aces (given in [ 71); strong type of compactness possessed by the 
‘s is seen as a prope , very close to finiteness, that may be possessed 
by spaces of arbitrarily large cardinal and weight. This helps us to unc?er- 
stand how the non-singly-generated class W, which is, however, closed 
under formation of products and extePfsion closed subspaces, fits between 
the singly-generated classes d: and ?t . 
In the remainder of this paper, the term space will mean a T1 topolo- 
gical space and the term map will mean a continuous function. 
2. Extension closed subspaces 
An extension closed subspace of the space X is defined in [B] as a 
subspace A for which every open cover of A extends to an open cover 
of X. The following four properties of extension closed subspaces are 
established in [6 ] . 
2.1. A closed subspace & extension closed. 
2.2. An extension closed subspace of a Hausdorf,cspace is closed. 
2.3. An extension closed subspace of a compact space is compact. 
2.4. A retract is an extensim closed subspace. 
2.5. Remark. As shown in [63, a compact subspace need not be exten- 
sion cllosed. 
The following charac:erizaSon from [6] of extension closed sub- 
spaces is frequently usef Gl. 
2.6; The subspace A of the space X is extension closed if and only if an) 
filterbase on A that converges in X also converges in A. 
The problem of particular interest in the present paper is that of em- 
bedding a given space X as an extension closed subspace of a product of 
spaces Ca! taken from a given class e. Thus some criteria m.ust be g:iven 
for the existence of such an embedding. 
0110 the terminology of [ 51, a structure on a set X is a collec- 
tion 3 -of covers that forms :i filter on the collection of all c-4 -open covers 
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ordered by refinement; where the members of d are called gauges, and 
an J-open cover is a cover that is open in the &topolog~j, which is gen- 
erated by tne subbase consisting of all sets that are members of some 
ructure is distingutihing if the &topology is a &-topology. 
A filter X on X is Caucky if it cofitains a ember of every gauge, and X 
is complete’& J if’ every L’auchy filter converges in the J -topology. 
clearly any collection of covers erves as st&izse for a unique structure 
3 onx. 
In the p:‘esent case, X is thought of as a (T,) space: a structure 3 on 
the set X is compatible if X has the J-topology. Clearly, a compatible 
structure is distinguishing, and the collection of all open covers of X is 
the laeefr comp&z tible strut ture. 
The following result is readily shown. 
23. Any space X iu b Q flotnplete in its largest compatible structure. 
Mow let e be any class of (T,) spaces and let 311 be 8 collection of 
maps fa: X + Car E E!. The evaluation map e: X + II C, induced by the 
family 9K is defined by R~ e = f, , where n, : l’IC’& + Ca is the ar* pro- 
jection of the product IICa (see [ 12, p. 541). The largest structure in- 
duced by cn% is The structure 5(q), having the collection f,“(p) = 
{f,‘-[ VI : VE /3}, where fl is an open <over of Ca , as subbase. 
We can now give necessary and sufficient conditions for obtaining an 
extension closed embeddkg. 
2.8. Theorem. (i) ;rhe evaluation e is one-one ifand only if 3(%) is 
distinguishing, 
(ii) The evr;;?uation e is an embedding of X into I& if and only if 
d (W) is coml ,atible with X. 
(iii) The evaluation e maps X into an extension closed subspace e[X] 
of FIG, if and only &f X is complete in J (m ). 
Roof. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are readily given (using [ 12,8.12 I ) for 
example). To establkh (iii), note first tbn+ .rGLL ti Eft~ X converg:es in the 
J (%)-topology for ;Y’ if and only if each projectior, fl& (X) converges in 
C, ([ 12, 12.91). Ais:, it is clear from the definition 017 d(%) and 2.7 
that the Cauchy filters are precisely those filters h such that each n,(h) 
converges. The resul (iii) now foflows from 2.6. 
completeness 
This invariant is particularily useful in connection with embed&g 
theorems. The definition, given in [ 71 for a cardinal III > 1, is that a 
space is m-~conrple~~ if every m-Cauchy filter converges, where an an- 
~?~@~y filter is a filter that contains a member of ever\. open cover of . 
cvtidinal less than 111; the degree of completeness of a space X, written 
cmpl X, is 0 if X is empty, 1 if X has one point, and if crdn X (= the 
cardinality of X) is greater than I then cmpZX is the least 111 2 2 sl;zh 
lat X is rt~complete. 
* To relate Ill-completeness to structures, define the nl-structure on X 
to be the structure “J,,, having as subbase the open covers of cardinal 
less than III. The following results are readily shown, noting that any 
open subset V of X is a member of the binary open cover { V, XI. 
3.1. The structure cJz is compatible if and only if crdHX = 1. 
3.2. The structure 3,,,, is compatible whenever 111 > 2. ,, 
3.3. If tn > 2, then X is m-complete if and only if X is complete in the 
structure J ,,, . 
3.4. Remark. Clearly no (T, ) space X has cmplX = 2; for, if X is 2- 
complete, then the filter {X) converges and thus crdn X = 1 and 
cmpl X = 1. Also it should be noted that. whenever crdn X = 1, then eveqy 
filter converges. 
The proofs of 3.5,3.6 and 3.7 arc given in [73. 
3.5. The space X is compact if and only if cmplX< G)~. 
3.6. For each space X, cmpl X == SUP (cmpl A : A c X is extension 
closed ). 
3.7. For any set {X&} of spaces, cmpl M’& = sup {cmpl X0( : Xa E ( tIr, 11 a 
The next three rescllts give useful means for calculating cmpl X in 
special cases. 
3.8. If every open cover of X is refined by a :neet of open covers of car- 
dinal less thar; no , t en cmplX< m. 
yypQ: : _ 
_J :- 
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-1 F&M. Under the hypothesis, the largest mnpatible structure for X is :- 
the- st~m.ctwe is ,I1 ; thus 3B follolws from ‘2.7 and 3.3. 
., 
1 e miun of kss than t open d extension closed subspaces 
of degree if completeness not greater than f th 
, / 
Proof. Suppose X is a Nauchy filter on X; then X contains one of the 
summands. Since the summands are extension closed, it follows that -the 
trace of X on such a summand is a Kauchy filter, and since the sum- 
mand is I-complete it follows that X converges. 
3.10. If the intersection of all infinite closed subsets ofX is nonempty, 
then arzy open cover of X is refined by ti meet of binary open covers; 
thus cmplX6 3. 
Proof. Let C.Y be any open cover of X. It is readily shown that there is a 
Y TV Q with X ! V a finite set (yi). Choose for each yi a set Fi E Q with 
vi GE V’ and set q = ( Vi, X \ { yi)) and let j3 be the meet of all the CQ. If 
W E 9 %nd W q” Vi for eac’h i, then clearly W = n (X \ { yi}) = V. It follows 
that p refines { V} U { Vi}, which is a su.bcovcr of 01. 
The following result leads to many “non-embedding” theorems. 
3.11. If A ‘is an extension closed subspace of a product of flnirz comple- 
menIf spaces and has more than one point, then cmpl A = 3. 
Proof. According to 3.10, any finite complement space is 3-complete. 
Thus, by 3.6 and 3.7, if A satisfies the hypothesis, then cmplA 
application of 3.4 completes the proof. 
3.12. Examples. Compact spaces of any degree of completeness from 3 
to o0 inclusive xist in abundance. The universal spaces Wpii 
to be constructed in Section 5 are examples. 
and Wc( 
4. Frdchet character 
Thli: invariant now to be introduced is the key to our representation 
theor{3ms, and is becoming important in other conte:(ts as well. 
cz X be a cltoscd set. The partition cfm-cter of B, written mr-t~ 
is the least cardinal III such that B is one of the mPr4?ers of a partition 
isf X into no more than m closed subsets. The partition character, 
of a collection 99 of closed subsets of X is the supremum of 
. The Frkhet chamter of the spat:: X, written 
rdinal m such that X hds a base for closed sets of - 
19artition character no. The empty space is assigned Frechet character 0. 
.I. A space has Frechet character 1 if and only if i!- is a me-point space 
.2. If crdn X > 1 and fchrX is finite, then fchrX = 2; equivalently, the 
space X has a base of open-and-closed sets. 
The following readily established results give bounds for fchr X. 
4.3. If B c X is closed, then prtn B C cFdn X. 
4.4. If g is a collection of closed subsets of X, then prtn q G crdn X. 
4.5. For each space X, fchr X < crdn X. 
4.6. If 93 is a closed subbase for X, t?:ten fchr X < prtnC10. 
The weight of a space X, written wght X, is the minimum cardinal of 
ase. The following examples illustrate tP?e lack of relatior&ip 
between wgh t X and fchr X. 
4.7. Examples, The real line R has wght R = o. and fchr R 3 wt. 19, 
p. 1731. The topological sum S of ml copies of the countable dkrete 
space has wgh t S = w 1 and fchr S = ~3~. 
Let 9” be the class of all spaces with Frkhet character < ucl. The 
following two results show that the class 5~~ isclosed under formation 
of products and subspaces. 
4.8. For each spal:e X, fchr X = sup (fchr A : A c X) . 
4,9. For each family {X, } of spms, fchr iI,lu, = sup {fchr X, : xa E f& 1) e 
The examination of the classes FP begins withthe consideration of 
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their simplest members. Let o, ble an infinite itlitial ordinal and let FP 
be the r33llection of ordinals less than o,, taken with finite-complement 
topology. Some elementary facts a:bout he space F, are collected below. 
4.1C Ewy partition of F, into proper closed subsets has cardinality 0,. 
4.11. Fweach o,, fchrF, = 0,. 
4.12. L& .x be any space. A fxrnction f: X + F, is col2tinuotrs if and 012ly 
if, {f c(f(x)): x E X) lis a partition of x” itr to closed sets. 
4.13. Let uT be an ii2finite initial ordir2al. There is a non-constant map 
f : F, + F, if and only if o, 2 w,, and iyt this case the non-constant 
maps are precisely the finite-to-one fzwctions. lr~ particular, f: F, + F, 
is an embedding ij’and only if it is ooze-to-one, and a humeortzorphisnz 
if and 0121~ ij’it 3 one-to-one and onto (and hence ~3, = oP ). 
4.14. ke: w, be ar2 infinite initial ordinal and let Y be any space. If 
g : F, -+ Y is any non-constant map, then g[F, ] is homeomorphic to 
K* 
Proof. Each g”(y) is finite, from which it follows that crdng[Fr I = 0,. 
IfB c Y is closed, theng”[B] is closed, so eitherg+[B] = FT org”[B] 
is finite. Thus either B n g[FJ = g[F,] or B n g[FJ is finite. 
4.15. Remark. It follows immediately from 4.12 that the class 3: does 
not consist of the homeomorphs of subspaces of products of any single 
space Z, for, by 4.14, if (3, > cr& Z, then every map from F, into 2 is 
constant. This result is due to M~owka [lo] and Herrlich [4]. As men- 
tioned in the introduction, their results are more powerful and have 
more complex proofs. 
The connection between the Fr6chet character of a space X and the 
collection C,(X) of maps from X into FP will now be examined. 
4.16. If B c X is closed, then pr-n B G C+ if and only if them is a map 
Q: X+ FP such that B == J@IIL 
roof. It is clear from 4.12 that p:lrtitions of X into no more than ocr 
closed subsets correspond to -point inverse decompo&ions induced by 
maps f: X -+ p (with many maps giving t.he same partition). After this 
observation, 4.16 is clear. 
. The analogy between 4. I6 and the theory of zero-sets of 
netions is more than a curiosity, It is shovn in [ 8 ] that 
becomes atopological semiring under certain very natural algee 
braic operations, and that there are many paraliels between the theory 
of the rings C(X) of real-valued functions and the theory of the semi- 
rings C’(X) of FM-valued functions. For example, the WaIkman compac- 
tification appears as a certain structure space associated with C&Q (for 
appropriate OJ and every compactification of a space X is obtainable 
in a certain fashion from some semiring C,(X). 
The following 
F,. The remarks 
t shows that each class 3’, has the single generator 
ing show that this result is not quite satisfactory 
in relation to the subclass (-w: of compact members of $&, and pave the 
way for the introduction in Section 5 of a suitable space W#, which also 
generates F,, but, in addition, gives a much be%er epresentation for CW~. 
4.18. Theorem. A space has Frkhet character < o, if md only if it is 
homeomorphic to a subspace of a product of copies of&. 
Roof. It follows from 4.16 that a space with Frechet character G + 
has the weak topology induced by the fami1.y C,(X); thus by [ l&8.12] 
such a space can be embedded in the fashion stated. Conversely, any 
space that can be embedded as stated has Frechet char:Jcter G ti& , by 
4.11,4.8 and 4.9. 
The following res,ult now gives a characterization of the class ‘i4;, of 
compact spaces with Frechet character < u,~, in terms of cluster closed 
subspaces. As defined in 161, a subspace A of a space X is cluster closed 
if an open cover of 14 either has a finite subcover or extends to an open 
cover of X. 
4.19. Theorem. A space is co.mpact and has Frkchet charucter G wP ;i,p’ 
and onljr if it is homeomorphic to a cluster closed s&pace of a product 
of co,pies of I$. .: 
Proof. Thi.s is immediate from Theorem 2.8, 
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4.20. Remark. T41e preceding characterization of %9p is unsatisfactory in 
m;rny respects. The p5mary difficulty is that cluster closed subspaces are 
quite unmanageable in comparison to extension closed subspaces or close 
subspaces. To see that ao improvement of Theorem 4.18 along these lines 
is possible, note that by 3.11 the extension closed subspaces of 
of F, have degree of completeness 4 3. 
5. The universal spaces Wti and Wb.i 9 
The spaces Wsl and W&. i to be constructed below are the keystones of 
the representation theory herein developed. It will be shown in this scc- 
tion and in Section 9 that their structure is of a special simplicity, and it 
will be shown in Section 6 that they are the btlilding blocks from which 
other compact spaces are built, 
Let W, be the collection of all non-constant ordinary sequences 
{#n)neH of ordinals 6 < ~3, that are eventuaU.y constantly eqjuul to 
0 < c+. For each 6 < ~3~ and each I, j E N, de:fine 
A@;i’,j)={@E :#@and#, :=Oform>j). 
Give WM the topology which has the family { A@;Z, j): 6 < a, and 
I, j E N) as clo:xd subbase. 
5.1. Theorem . Tzc Tpace W, is compact. 
oof. Proposition 5.2 elow will show that Wp is indeed a space, and 
propositions 5.3 and 5.4 in conjunction with the Alexander subbase 
theorem for closed subbases will show that the space Wcl is compa,ct. 
5.2. If & $ E WI1 are distinct elements, then there are S, E E W, 
andl,~~MwithZ#jszichthat~~A(S;l,j)\A(e;l,j) and 
$ E A(e; l,j) \ I!@; 1,j). 
oof. There is j E N such tha 6, = JI, =Oform>j;alsosinceqj# *‘, 
there is 2 < j such that er + $ z. Seti:ng 6 = & 2nd e = J/1 the result fol- 
lows. i 
-3. If (A(&, &, i,): cy E ~4) is any family of subbasic closed sets then 
e ieast element of { jz : a[ E ~4). 
his is immediate fro.m the definitions. 
. If { A(& ; la, jQ ): ar E d ) is my family of mbbask closed sets a;pt WI1 
with finite in tersectio,rt propc~ry, then 
n A@,; 2 aEa cy’ QI j )= A@,; lo, ip>” FI~~<~~A(&~; &, i,> ?I 
where /3 E d and j, is the least element of (i, : a E d} C N. 
Proof. Certainly, the intersection on the left is contained in the one on 
the right. IUow if @ is contained in lthe intersection on the right, then in 
particularJIEA(68;Z~,Ic)andthus~,=Ofolrm>iS.IfaEoQis 
such that Za > j@, then, smce A@,; ZPP j$ n A(& ; lQl jJ # 9, itfohows 
that 6, =O,andthus$‘I = 6, since Z* > jfl; since also tit, = 6, when 
Za < j@. (i/ is contained i: the left-hand intersection. 
The spaces next in importance to W, are the subspaces WMej = 
NEWlr:$r;i = 0 for m > j). The most useful (subspaces of $., are the 
spaces Wp;k, j = { 4/ E WII; j: J/k # 0). The following results are iet-theo- 
retical r,Jations between the various spaces and the subbasic sets 
A@; I, j) that are frequently of use. 
5.5. wr = lJjENWP.j. 9 
5.5. Wg# = &jWr;k,j; ifk> j, then w @ Ir ;kj = 
5.7. If i 6 k, then Wp;j c V&. 9 
5.8. If j, k, I E N, k < j, and K = (n: k < n and n 1%; j), &en 
A(S; I, k) n Wg*j = A(6; 1, I 
where B = ~EK AK’; n, i% 
5.9. If k > j, then A(0; k, j) = ; j and for 6 # 6,4S ; k i) = 
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5.10. [fj < k and 1 CE l!?, then A@; 1, j) c A@; 1, k). 
Roof. Divide the collection of setsACyi;mi, ici j ht0 t-W0 S.ibcOf'le~tiOSiS 
the subcollection d for which (flip mi) =;: (6, i), and the subcollection clt9 
for which this does not GCC~. F& fti&s of the first type, the hypothesis 
together with 5. ‘10 impties j > ki. ft G nLt-6 easy to see that there is 
$J E A(6 I I, j) such that if A(pi; mi, ki) E sQt then J/, # 0 for some 
III > ki tind rf A(pi; mi, ki) E q, then Jl,i # pi. 
The structure of the spaces W,, W,;j and Wp;k,j will now be examined; 
further examination will be made in Section 9. 
!i.l2. P;or each i E N the subspace W,;j of W, is closed. 
I?roof. By 5.9, the subspace W,;/= A(O;j+ 1, j). 
5.13. The collection SQ i = {A(Qi;l, 1): 6< olr and I< j) isa closed sub- 
base for Wp=je I 
Proof. Clearly each of these sets is a subset of WM.]. Using 5.3, 5.4 and 
5.8, it is readily shown that any subbasic set A(6i1, k) n Wg.] is a (finite) 9 
intersection of sets of the specified type. 
5.14. The subspace WM,k,j is open in W,.i for each k E N. 3 
Proof. W,,:k j 
#-,'-#I 
= Wp;j \ A(O; k,i)* 
To continue the study of the structure of W, it is useful to consider 
a certain auxiliary sp~e, leading to alternative constructions for the sub- 
spaces ;j and W,., ;. 
9 rl 
he space Z, , aEd set P( = I&N FF, 
ne h: W, &$ by p,lh( 9) = $, for 
Clearly the function h is one-to- 
e function. Now the following three 
5.16. Given 6 E I;, 
5.17. T!lt* fi+inction g is ccvltinuous. 
The situation in regard to the function h is a little more ca trn@ex< For 
each j E K set - = h [W . -1, and let f - : Wg,j + Z,.f and gj : 2!& -+ WS. ;
be the restrict&!: of h ai$g. MSQ s~t’rJll;~,~ = .=;‘L Bv ggk i] . i, F&i ’ 
_ ?J 
, 
5.18. The function !T is ~iot co.ntinuous. However, fcrr each j E X the 
firnctions hj (IMP Q we inverse homeomorphisms. 
Proof. To see that h is not continuous, it need only be shown th.at 
UjENA(G; n, i) is not closed in W,. Applying 5.11 it is clear that 
UjcNA(G;IZ, i) is not co.itained in any finite union of subbasic sets 
A(p;m, k), and thus the set UjEN A@; n, i), wlrich is a proper subset of 
Wp, is not closed. 
To see that hi is continuous (upon which the other statemclnts follow 
immediately), it suffices to observe that if IV E N and 6 E FF, then 
h,: IZp,j n p;(6)] = A(6; n,i) C W~.j . , 9 
Now let p E PM be th C: point given by p,(p) = 0 for each tz E N. Also 
for each i E N let PM-j = (q E PM : pn (4) = Q for all m > i} ); a. subspace 
which is ckarly homeomorphic to the product of j co pies of F, . Write 
Pn*j for the restriction of p,, to Pp*j. 9 ? 
§. 19. If i E N, then Z,*j = P,;i \, {p) ; ihtcs WP;j is h~me~mo~phic~ to 
Pp.1 \ {/d r!‘a the map hia 9 _ 
Two au>: iliar y maps s, t : F, -+ F, are needed. The &map s is defined by 
s(O)eO,s(n+1:I=,zfornEFo\{O}CF,,.lnds(6)-6fort5E~,\Fo. 
The map t is defined by t(0) = 1 and t(6) = 6 for 6 E F, \ {O}. Then t 
with domain and codomain restricted to F, \ (0) is a bijection and thus 
a homeomorphism; similarly s with domain restricted to 
homeomorphism onto P,. 




by Pm jl':k,j = PIi j 
, )I 
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if k + YI G j, and pa,jsk,j = SPk,j. %nilarly, define tk, j: Pp;j + Pp;i by 
Pti,jRk,j = Pn,j ifk# YT G i, Pk,jtk, j = tPk,je AISO If&t Uj: Zp;j --) Pp;j be 
the kxlusion map. 
5.20. If k G j, then the image of the ~OHX& 2p.j Under the mdp tk jui 
is the subspLW Zr;k,j Of ;I, and the map tk,j i/ 9 with codomain ’ 
wstricted to Zp;k,j, is a retraction. 
%21. If k 4 j, then sk j uj, with dOE{ ain rest&ted to z,., j, is a homeo- 
rwrphism onto Ppii. ?‘hus Wp;k,j is izomeomorphic witi bPGi. 
In order to calculate the degree of completeness of each W,-j (and of 
WJ, a particular filter $ must be examined for each W,.i. Define 9 
Aj = IV’ wH*j' if k < j, then (int V) n A@; k, j) f Q} . I 
5.22. IJ-j 2 2, there Aj is a j-Cauch~~ filter on W,;i that is not cj+ l)- 
C~ticFEy and thus does not converge. 
Proof. Clearly 4 6 hi. NOW suppose U, Y C W,.j are open sets and 
Un V$ hi* Then th ere is k < j such that A(Of k, j) n U n VI = QI, that 
is, A(O; k, j) C (Wp;j ? l.0 U (W,,I; \ Vl- If A(0; k j) $ (W,;j \ u)t then 
there is a finite union B of members of 94j such that Wr;j \ U C B and 
A(0; k, j) $B. Now if C is any finite union of members of 9Qi that con- 
tains WPti \ V, then since _4(0; k, j) c B u C, it follows from 5.11 that 
A(O; k, j) is contained in C; thus A(0; k, j’, C WM.j \ V since finite unions 
of members of 9Qi form a base for closed sets. I’t now follovrs readily 
that $ contains finite intersections of its members, thus h_i s a filter on 
w .‘. 
7iOW suppose U Vi = Wp;j, where each yi is open and does not belong 
to Aj. Then each WH;j\ Vi contains, ome A(0; ki,jJ, and since 
8 = U(Wp.j\ Vi>, we have 6 = A(0; ki, j). It follows that there are at 
least j distinct values ki, so there are at least j distinct indices i. Thus 
$ is j-Cauchy. TO see that 1j is not (j + 1 )-Cauchy, observe that 
fl =n i</A(O; i, j) and yet W,.j \ A(O; i, j) 4 Al for each i < j. 8 
The space Wfi*j has degree of completeness j+ 1 for j 2 2. 
: 1’ is homeomor$tic to F, and thus cmpl WptI = 3. 
roof. According to 5.22, the degree must be greater than j. Now apply- 
ing 5.21 and 3.11, each ;k,j has degre f completeness 3 alad accord- 
ing to 5.6, 5.21,5.14 and 2.4, the space 
extension closed su’tispaces of degree 3, so 
heorem. The ,vpace Wp has degree cf completeness oO . 
of. It is immediate from S&5.12, and 3A that a0 is a lower bound, 
cording to Theorem 5.1 and 3 S, this is also an upper 
5.25. Theorem. The space W, and its subspaces WH;j and Wp.k j for k 6 i 
have Fr&chet character q,. 
9 , 
Proof. According to 5.19 and 5.2 1. coupled with 4.8,4.9 and 4.11 3 each 
of these spaces has Frkhet character < 0,. Since each of them contGns 
a copy of F, , then by 4.1 I and 4.8 each of them has F&&et character 
> oc(= 
6. The representation theorems 
The three representation theorems given below are the major results 
of this paper. 
6.1. Theorem. A space is compact and has Frichet character G wIL $and 
onlv lf it is homeomorphic to an extension closed subspace of a pwduct 
of iopies of WM. 
62. Theorem.‘A space is compact and has Fr&het character G o, If 
twtd only if it is homeomorphic to an extension closed subspace of la1 
product of copies of spaces Wp=j for various integers j. + 
J 
The preceding two results characterize the class CM,. Now the clr:zss 
WP contains ubclasses Wpoj consisting of spaces in &$ with degre:e of 
completeness not neater thin j+ 1, and, according to 3.6 and 3.7, ci:ach 
class WM;j is closed under taking of ppi>duct!s and extension closed sub- 
spaces. The following result characterizes the classes WPij. 
6.3. Theorem. Klr each finite integer ,i > 1 CI space has Fr&het chwa& l 
6 o,, and degree of completeness G j’ lE- I: if and on@ if s’t k?,!; Romeonzorpl, lc 
to an extension closed .lubspace of a product of copies qf 
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The proof sf all three I epresentation t orems depends on the follow- 
ing basic resu tt. 
6,B. Lemma. rfa is a finite open cover of X with carditzal .j such that 
prtn (X \ V) ah ~3~ for each V E ~1, then there is a map L: X + W,g and 
a cover 6 of IA& such Gut CY = G*(P). 9 
Proof e Write ~1 = { V& : k: < j). Then by 4. I6 there are maps xk : X + F, 
such that X \ Vk = x:(S) for each k G j. efinq.$+ Wpii by 
(x,(x& = X&V) for k < j and (x&))~ = 0 for k > j. If 6 < ~3, and 
I< j, then c[A(6; 2, j)] = x:(S); thus by 5.13 the function X~ is 
a map. Let p= (Wp.k ia l k~j).Bv5.6and5.14thecollection~isan 
open cover of W,;i.‘iow x~[W~.~*~] = Vk and thus x:(/3) = Q!. 
9 , 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. According to 3.3 and 3.5, a space is compact if 
and only if it is complete in the structure d “*. Now consider the evalu- 
ationmape:X-, II p;j induced by the family 312 of maps a : X --+ W,;j 
constructed as in 6.4 for the finite open covers a of X. It follows from 
6.4 that the largest structure 3 induced by % includes the structure 
3 w0 in which X is complete, and thus X is complete in 3. Therefore, 
by Theorem 2.8(i), the subspace [X] is extension clcsed. Since& wg is 
compatible by 3.2, cf is compatible; thus by Theorem 2.8(ii) the map e 
is an embedding. 
Conversely, by Theorem 5.1, the Tychonoff product theorem, and 
2.3, an extension closed subspace of i product of copies of W, is com- 
pact and by 5.25,4.8 and 4.9, the Frechet character of such a space is 
not greater than WI. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. According to 5.12, each W,./ is a closed subspace 
of Wp and is thus extension closed. Therefore 6.1 lan be restated using 
Wp as the codomaini for each map and the method of proof used for 
Theorem 6.2 can be used. 
roof of Theorem 6.3. It is clear that if cmpZX< j+ 1, then one may 
consider on:y maps into 
Theorem 6.2. 
cr;i and use the method of proof used for 
le. This is an example of a space which is embeddable as an 
extension closed subspace of a product of copies of 
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beddable as an extension closed subspace of ct of copies of 
and of copies of g-j for any i 2 1) that is no ddable 
subspace of any p&duct of copies of ((and thus not embeddable as 
a closed subspace of any product of copies of I?, or of Wp;j for any j), 
Let Y= u (p, q],where is the set of positive integers and p, q f$ Pd. 
Let neighborhoods of n E N be any subsets of Y that contain ~2, and let 
neighborhoods ofp or q be sets containing or q that have finite complle- 
ment. Then Y is compact and is readily shown $0 have Frichet character 
% 
Let a be a finite open cover of Y. Let VE (Y with p E V. Then, as in 
the proof of 3.10, the COWP a is refined by the meet of covers ai = 
{Vi, X \ Ifi}], where fi E Vi* By 4.16, the set X \ rli = x-(O) for SOIII~~ 
xi: X + F, and clearly pi = {PO \ {O) 9 Fo \ f Xi(fi> )I covers F,; thus 
each ai is refined by the inverse image of an open cover of I?, . Since 
each at is refined by the meet of such ai, Y is embeddable as an exten- 
sion closed subspace of a product of finite complement spaces. 
Now suppose : Y -+ IIFII, is an embedding, with each W, homeo- 
morphic to Wp. Write the projections as z,: lIW, + wol and set ec,, = ‘r, e. 
Let Y* c Iowa be the set of points r such that when e,(P)r = e,(q)l = 6 
then n&$=6. ThenrEcle[Y],forifsHIW, \cle[Y],thenthere 
is a finite set g of indices cy (perhaps not all distinct) such that for each 
ar E 99 there is a subbasic losed subset A(&; Za, i,> of W, with 
yet e[ Y] c B, Now som.e z[A(S,; Za, j,):] is infinite and thus must 
contain both p and q. It follows readily that a,@]~ f A@, ; la, i,) and. 
therefore r # sti Thus Y * c cl e[ Y] . 
Given a point r E Y*, it follows that r # e(n) for each y1 E N; for if 
yt E N then the subset Y ‘\ (n) is open and closed in Y, and it follows 
immediately that Y \ {n) is of the form 
using the same notation as in the preceding paragraph, and thus as above, 
r&) E-A@,; la, j&) for some CY and therefore Q(.P) # 7c,e(&. Further- 
more, there exist points r E Y* other than e@) and e(q); for since p + q 
and e is an embedding, there is LY with *ir,e(p) # n,,e(q) so that for some 
I, (TV e(p))r # (7ra e(q))], from which it follows that there are infinitely 
many choices for the Ifh coordinate of 7rJ~). 
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A space X is irreducible if it is not the union of two proper closed sub- 
sets; equivalently, any pair of nonempty open sets has nonempty inter- 
szction. &4 subset is irreducible if it is irreducibte as r’l subspace. The study 
of irreducible subspaces i important in the examination of Zariski to 
lo&s; we shall show that the irreducible subspaces ltre equally important 
for the representation theory herem develop 
The following two results are useful in constructi-lg and characteriz- 
ing closed irreduciuie subspaces. 
7.1. A space X is irreducib if and ody if for some (any) closed subbase 
3 the space X is not the union of finitely many proper subsets which are 
members of 3 . 
Proof; Certainly, if X is irreducible, then the condition on 3 holds for 
any su.bbase J. Conversely, suppose 3 is a subbase for which the condi- 
tion holds, and let X = B u C, with B and C closed. If X + B, then there 
are finitely many members Si of J such that B c U Si and X $ USp NOW 
letCcUIj,witheach7)E J. hen since U Si U U 7’; = X, it follows 
from the hypothesis and the preceding sentence that k C 7’) for some 
Ti. Thus X is contained in every basic closed set that contams C, so 
X=C 
7.2. Suppose B c X is closed and irreducible. Then if ~3 is any closed 
subbase for X, the set B is the intersection of members of 3. 
oof. The closed set B is the intersection of finite unions of members 
of J since B is irreducible it is contained within one of the summands 
in each union and thus it is the intersection of members of ~5, 
The following three results lead to the construction of numerous irre- 
ducible spaces. 
.3. The image of an irreducible space is irreducible. 
. rple product of spaces is irreducible if and onl,, if each factor is kre- 
ducible. 
e Certdnly, if t 
pty basic open sets has nonempty intersection and X is 
irreducible. 
The following result is immediately shown; in conjunction,with 7;3, j 
and 7.6 below it leads to the construction of many irreducible spaoes. 
7.5. A j?nite space is irreducible if and only if it has only one point: every 
finite complement space on an infinite set is irreducible. 
7.6. [ 1 I, Section 31. Any open subspace of ‘an ,irreduciHe space is irre- 
ducible. 
7.7 [ 11, Section 3 3. If X contains Q dense irre&cibZe subspace, then X 
is irreducible. Thus every irreducible zubspace i8 contuined iB a closed 
ikreducible subspace. 
In contrast o the preceding two results, the folIowing result shows 
that the closed subspaces of irreducible spaces Ihave no distinguishing 
properties. 
7.8. Any space can be embedded as u closed su$space of an &reducible 
space. 
hoof. Let X be a space and let Y be t:he disjoint union of X wjith the set 
M of positive integers. Give a topology to Y by declaring that a non- 
empty subs& is open if its intersection with X js open in X and it con- 
tains all bug finitely many points of N. Then N c Y is open and thus 
Jc c y is closed. Clearly N is dense in Y, and thus by 7.7, Y is irreducible 
since the finite,complement space N is: irreducible by 7.5. 
ni”.!?. Remark. In the above result, Ae given space is embedded as a n.o+ 
where dense closed subspace. Thk is the best that can be expected in 
view of 7.14. 
The following results establish the existen,ce of maximal irreducible 
subspaces. 
7.10. The union of any increasing chain! of irreducible subspaces is QM 
iw&ucibBc subspuce. 




- .i&f. S&qose~ E! is &I increa chain of irreducible subspaces and let _’ 1 
C,=‘U &~S~~pose t’ = A U B, with A &d B closed. Now if C $t A, then 
thee isD E e tiith D $ A. It follows that whenever E E (2 with D C E, 
&en E,$ A. Thus all members of E! beyond D are contained in B, and _: .
~~w%J e c 3. 
Aphhcation of Zorn’s lemma and 7.7 yields the following. 
X11+ Every irreducible subspace is contained in a maximal irreducible 
subspbce, which-must be closed. 
7.12. Remark. The preceding results are analogous to results that hold 
for connected spaces, but the analogy cannot be pushed too far. There 
may be more *than one maximal irreducible subspace containing a given 
irreducible subset. 
The following simple characterization of irreducible spaces is often 
useful. 
7.13. A space is irredtkble if and only if every nonempty open subspace 
is dense. 
An immediate corollary is the following. 
7.14. Every proper closed subspace of an irreducible space is nowhere 
dense. 
A very important class of aces is the spaces in which every closed 
subset is a finite union of irreducible closed subspaces; uch spaces are 
exam&d in Section 8. The following result characterizes the spaces 
(and hence the subspaces) that are expressible as finite unions of irre- 
ducible closed subsets. A preliminary definition is needed; the set A is 
the irredundant union of the family { Ai ) of subsets if no proper sub- 
family of { Ai ) has union A. 
7.1% The space A is the Crredundant union of j irreducible closed sub- 
spaces if and only if A is the irredundant union of j closed subspaces 
and is not the &redundant ufiioE crf more than j closed subspaces. 
Suppose A is the irz-edundant union (Jf the irreducible ciosed sub- 
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spaces Ai, if j. Then if A =U kGmBk ) with each Bk closed, it follows 
that for each i there is HZ(I) such that A, c I?,(,) a& thus A = (Jade&& 
Thus either I-Q = j or the union of the Bk is redundarkt. .- < 
Conversely, suppose A is the irredundant unionoE”j, btit not ofj+-1, I : 
ces A,, i < j. It follows immediately t&31; each _Ai js i$r& :’ 1,’ I’, . 
ducible. 
bility of a space X, written s&b X, is the least cardim ’ ,* 
(Unite or infinite) of a collection of irreducible clusei; s&sets whose ,-, 
union is X. For general Hausdorff spaces, in which th(i: on@ ‘&redu&b& 
subspaces are the singletons, the reducibility is equal .to the &u@r@ 
^ 
7.16.Zariski spaces. The Zariski space Zfl whose ground set is the n- _’ : 
dimensional ar”fint; space Jver a noetherian ring A has as closed’seti he 
zero sets of ideals in the ring of polynomials in JZ variablesover-A It is-a 
compact T, space and never Hausdorff (unless it has otijty one,po$t& _ 
The irreducible closed subsets are thie 2~x0 sets.correspond&g to ,$ii& 
ideals, and each closed set is expressible as a fin& union of @educ&le 
closed subspaces corresponding to decompositions of ideals as i$ersec- 
tions of prime ideals; see [ 13, pp. l& ff. J for $ complete &scussk~~. 
There are close ctjnnections between the chain ctt,amcter defined, in Set- 
tion 8 below and dimensions of prime ideals (see r 13, pi 90 and pp. 193 
ff.]). 
In the case when the ring A is the field of real rkmber;r (and in most 
I 
other cases) it is easy to see that cmpd Zn 3 n + 2. IEqu;llity brobably L 
holds here, afthough’the author has not yet established thit cmpEZn is 
%ven finite when WJ > 1. T:he space ZI is the finite iompktient spac:e 
and thus ~:rnplz’~ = 3 .= 1. + 2. “. 
’ . _ 
7.17. He& spaw. The collection of closed and bourlded .c&~ex ,sub- 
sets of thk Euckiean space R” can be taken as subbalse for ‘8 tcr@ogy ’ 
giving a space P wnich is compact and irr&iucible. Il’heze a$e&yortant 
cQnnections between various topological W&ants ancfi geometrical ideas, 
It is read@ shown’ that c171@kP 4 n + 2 (using,Helly’k <the&em [2] _c?n COR- 
vex subsets). Equality probably holds, although the author do& noi yet 
know if c~@lH” > 3 when. n > 1. The space HX has infinite cnrdmal’and 
thus cmpl HI = 3. 
.A finite-chain space ir: a space in which every strictly descending chain 
of. i:losed sets (ordered by inclusion) is fii k 2 will b& shown in Section 
9 that the spaces Wlc and Wld’j are finite chain spaces; in the present 
section, attention is concent;ated on exhibiting the sirxilarity of the 
prolperLes of finite chain spaces with the properties of ftite s 
“There Is a Dumber of equivalent characterizations of finite-chain 
spal::es, each of which is useful in an appropriate context. 
8.1. Theorem. 7’78e folIowing are equivalent for Q space X: 
(i) :rhe space X is a finite-chain space. 
(3) Evev countable descending chain of closed subsets of X is finite. 
(ti) Every family of closed subsets of X has a finite subfamil’y with 
t+ .C~~YMF ilvpprtion I .e w-m*.v ..Y w. “WI. c.. 
(ilir) 2%ere is a closed ,;lubbuse J for X such that every subfamily of 
members of 3 has a finite subfami& with the same infersection. 
0~) lkry subspace of X is compact. 
(IQ Every open sUbspuce of X is compact. 
(16) Every (proper closed) subspaze of X is a finite-chain space. 
(viii) Every (closed) subspace of X is the union of finitely many irre- 
ducib le closed subsets. 
Proof, The pattern of proof will be (ii) + (vi) + (iii) + (iv) + (v) + (vii) -+ 
(viii) -+ i:;i) + (i). If (vi) does not hold, so that there is a noncompaet open 
subspxe of X, then an infinite descending chain of closed subsets of X is 
readily constructed, and thus (i) does not hold. Now suppose (vi) holds 
and k-t {J,) be a family of closed subsets of X, with intersection B. 
Then ir ‘\ B is compact and (I?, \ B} is a family of closed subsets of 
X\ B pvith empty intersection, so there is a finite subfamily with empty 
intersection, and the intersection of the corresponding B/s is equal to 
B; thus (vi) implies (iii). Also it is trivial that (iii) implies (iv). 
It is clear that (iv) implies (v), since if $ is a subbase as described in 
(iv) anr:il a4 C X then {S n Al: S E 3 ) is a subbase for A with the same 
propera:y as 4 ; clearly any space with such a subbase is compact. 
Suppo)se (v) holds an 
family 4‘ closed 
c X is a closed subspace; let {B, } be a 
subsets 
open in .;Y and 
A with intersection’& Then each X ‘1 B, is 
(Xl,B,)=X\ . Since X \ B is corn act, it follows 
that there is a finite subfamily of the B, with intersection B. Thus (v) 
implies : qvii). 
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Now suppose (viii) does not hold, so that t re is B C X which is not 
he union of finitely many closed irreducible bspaces. Then B = B, w B, , 
ere -8, and B2 are proper closed subsqets. Furthermore, either B1 or 
B2 is itot the union of finitely many closed irreducible s&spaces. Thus 
the argument continued inductively to construct an infinite des- 
cending chain ed s&spaces. Thus (vii).does not hold when (viii) 
does not hold, th , (vii) implies (viii). 
Next, suppose that (ii) is violated, so that there is an infinite de-scend- 
mg chain (A, 3 A,+l } of closed subspaces. Choose for each n a point 
a, E A, \A,+,* Let S= [a,), and’for eachn set S* = {ak: k< n) ar d 
& =Sn VA,+ withT=&NT, andA=f?,ENA,.ThenT=AUS; 
forifxET\A, thenx$An+r forsomeqandsincexET,, 
x E Sn C S; conversely, since S \ Sn C A,+1 , A u S C T, for each 
n and so A u S c T. Then (viii) does not hold, since T is not the union 
of finitely many irreducible subspaces. To see this it will suffice in view 
of 7.15 to show that for each n there is a closed subset R, with T = 
R, u Sn and R, n SR = $9, for if this is so, then T is th.e irredundant 
union of n closed subspaces for each n. It is easy to find such a subspace 
R,fl. For a fixed 12 and any-m > n set Qm = (Sm \ Sn ) ~1 Am+.1 =T;Ip1\ Sn 
and put R, = nQ, . Since each Q, is closed, R, is closed. Clearly 
R, = T\S, and thusR, U Sn = T since Sn c T. Thus it has been shown 
that (viii) implies (ii). 
To see that (ii) implies (i), it suffices to observe that any strictly 
descending chain contains a countable strictly descending chGn. 
The following two results are establiished in [ B 1 ] . 
8.2. The image of a finite-chain space is a finite-chain space. 
8.3. A product of spaces is a finite-chain space if and only if each of the 
factors is a finite-chain space and all but finitely rnanjl have at most lone 
point. 
There is an additional criterion for a space to be a finite-chain. space, 
expressible in terms of an important invariant. The closed subbase ~36 for 
X is bounded by the cardinal III if every chain consisting of intersections 
of members of 36 has cardinality less than nl . The cha,!n character chnr X 
of a space X is the least cardina: m for which there exists a closed sub- 
base that is bounded by tl\. 
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EC.4 'The closed subbase %I for X is bounded by the cardinal 111 if and 
w2] $any famiZy of members uf g has a subfamily of cardinal less than 
1’11 tr I 3 the same intersection. 
PIV ‘#if, %ppose that the closed subbase 99 for X is bounded by m. Let 
9 b :: :I $milv of members of 9. Well-order Q by the ordinals less tilzn 
SOn’f’i t” i ’ jAitial &dir.al n; so that (b = {Bg }6<n, and let I), = nrxs B, for 
cad. E ,J: n. Then by hypothesis, the chain C! = (L), )6 Cn has cardinal f , 
less t :;A 1 rtt. Defining for 6 < n the ordinal iP(G) as the first index for 
whick CrpC6) = D, , it follows that @ is an order-preserving map of the set 
of or&i; As less than n onto the set 01 ordinals less than t such that 
@(& JG i:;. To show that the family ( Bcpt6j}S< n, which has cardinal t , has 
the SN:C intersection as %J it suffices to show that if x $G B, for some 
6 < %J’ i‘ o-hen x 6 BYr! forsomer<n.Nowifx$B, forsomeG<n, 
then ic19: ‘my be the first index for which x 6 B,. It follows readily that 
@(y) = 3’ and thus x $ B,(,). 
Sb: l,apose any family of members of tie has a subfamily of cardinal ess 
than :n with the same intersection. Let e be a chain consisting of inter- 
sectit: 7s (3f members of Q. Lzt Q be the family of all members of 93 that 
conta::n s[Drne member of C? . Then for some cardinal f < m there is a sub- 
fami!:! {S, }& <. f . of ci9 having the same intersection as cb, and hence the 
same ,intersection as e. It follows that the cardinal of e is not greater 
than I. 
53. ?%e space X is a fiFzite-chain space if and only if chnr X 4 wo. 
8.6.1P’ the s,oace X is a finite-chain space, then the irreducible closed sub- 
space; j;brm ci closed subbase bounded by chnr X. 
osf’. Sluppo3e $a is a *closed subbase for X bounded by nt G oO l Let CD 
be any chain af intersections of irreducible closed subspaces of X. By 
7.2, eacil member of Q is an intersection of members of g. Let e be 
the c~~llection f members of Q3 that contain some member of 9. There 
are less than 111 members of e having Ihe same intersection as e and 
hence the same intersection as Gas from which it follows that the cardi- 
nal of (a is les; than 111, and so by 8.4, the subbase consisting of irredu- 
cible closed subspaces i bounded by lit. 
le closed subspaces form a closed s 
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base for a space it need not be a finite chain space. In fact, in any topo- 
logical product of finite-complement spaces there is a closed subbase, 
each member of which is a product of finite-complement spaces iznd 
thus irreducible by 7.4. However, an infinite product of finite coanple- 
ment spaces is never a finite chain space according to 8.3. 
9* Propwties of W, and WP.i 
9 
In this section it is shown that the universal sgsxes W, and WF.j are 
’ finite chain spaces, with &nr WI = w6 and chnr Wg.i = j + 1. ? 
9.1. The spaces W, and WPij are finite-chain spaces. 
Proof. This is immediate from 5.4 and 8.1 (iv). 
9.2. The closed irreducible subspaces >of W, are the (finite) intersec@ms 
of the subbasic closed sets A(& I, j). 
Proof, According to 7.2 these are the only possible candidates, o it 
remains to show that every such ixtersection is irreducible. The proof 
is very similar to the proof of 5.11, which is in fact a proof that eachi 
A(S;Z, j) is irreducible, in view of 7.1. 
LetA= {A&; Zi, ii): i E I} be a nonempty intersection of subbasic 
closed sets. Let {A& ; mk, nk ): k E K) be a finite collection of sub- 
basic Sets with the property that A $I A(ek; mk, nk) for each k E I<. 
Define $ E Wb as fol..ows. If n = Zi for some i, set $I~ = Si; if n >a j,! 
for some i set $*I = 0 (noting that if n > ji and PI = lk for some k, then 
r;ince A F 8 it follows that 6, = 0); if n # 2i for any i and pz < jj for 
some i, let tin be some nonzero ordinal that is not equal to any Ek. (km- 
sider a particular A(ek ; mk, nk). If $mk + ek, then $4 A(ek ; qs n,& 
urn, = ek , note that since 4 QL A(Ek; nr,[: I nk) there is 0 E .A with 
8, # 0 foi some bn > nk. Certainly ?n < ji for each 31’. If ???! =li for some 
i, then 6j # 0 and thus Grn = J/ii = 6i # 0, SO $ $ A(Ek; “k, ii& If 
m + li for any i, then, sitnce also m < ji for each i by the definition @bf #, 
it follows that $m # 0, SO again J/ $ A&; mk, ??k). 
.3. The chain character of p; j is j + 1 and that of %?& iS CrJ,).. 
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Proof, ?on&der any permutation (ki)i<i of the fnst i integers. For each 
ki &O~L se any 6i E 1F,. Then the collection A, = ni<, /#(a,; ki, j), IZ G j, 
is a s&k tly descending chain of i irreducible closed subspaces of ii’ 
The 1~ member ~4~ of the chain is either empty, if all 6, = 0, or S. 
’ singletort. It follows that chnr W&it 3 j + 1. 
Now it can be sholwn, using primarily 9.2, that any strictly descending 
chain 01;” irreducible proper closed subspaces of r;i can be embedded as 
a portkb\ of a chain as constructed above. Thus chnr WNir 6 j + 1. 
It fo1;3lows from 5.12 that the character of YM is at least as large as that 
of wP;i %r each i. Since the character is bounded by w. it is equal to G)~. 
10. Deg.+ 2e of meet-compactness s: 
An aP:iditilonal invariant, closely related to the degree of completeness, 
is often meaningful. The degpee of compactness, cmpc X, is defined as 
the least cardinal m such that every open cover has a subcover of :ardi- 
n.al ess t:han m. The degree of meet-compactness, cmtc X, is defined as 
the least cardinal such that every open cover has a refmement which is 
a (finkrs) me:et of open covers of cardinal ess than IR; equivaMtly, the 
struct 5;re SW1 of Section 3 is the collection of all open covers of ;;i” 
19.1. ?br each X, cmplX< cmtcX< cmpcX. 
10.2. Remark. It is easy.to see that cmDc X = a0 when X is a finite- 
compkment space on an infinite set; ai established in 3.10, cmtc X in 
this case is 3. A stronger esul may be shown; if X is embedded as an 
extent ilorl closed subspace of any product II Yor where each restricted 
projec :’ ion ear : X + Y, is non-constant,, hen cwpc Y, > w. for each 
index I, j . 
Th4f (degree of meet=compactne:35 is especially important for finite- 
chain c yjaces, in view of the following series of results. 
DeP : 1 le the degree of We&&b&e compwtness crdb X as the least car- 
dinal *‘;’ such that every open fzover by sets with irreducible complement 
has cait~. inal less than W. The following result is an easy consequence of
8.4. 
. ‘?’ X is a finite-chain space, then crdb 
The next result is given in more generality than is needed here, since 
it is useful in ot 
. Let ,I. be a compact space. The collection c10 of closed sets is a 
closed subbase for X if and only if every open cover of Xhas a refirre- 
ment by a finite meet of covers with members whose complements 
belong to 36. 
Proof. Suppose cy is an open cover of X and refine (Y’ by a finite open 
cover /3 whose mem ers are finite intersections of sets whose comple- 
ments belong to 9. If p is any such cover, halping j > I meimbers jvhose 
complements do not belong to c16, let V E p with X \ r/ 6 93. Then 
Y=Wi,whereeachX\V$93.Setting&= {Vi, U: WE& U# V} 
for each i, the meet of the pi refines /3 and ea :::h pi has j - 2 members 
whose complements do not belong to W By ll:ontinuing this process, 
it is clear that eventually pwill be refined by ;A finite meet of covers 
with members whose complements belong to % 
Suppose tk c,nndition on refinement of covers holds. Let A be a 
closed set wit:1 ,‘I 4 A. Then (X \ A, X \ (x}) has a refinement by a 
finite meet CQ covers whose members have complements in9. It follows 
that x E n Wi c X \ A for some finite collection of sets Wi with each 
X \ Wi E q. Thus cldl is a subbase for closed sets. 
10.5. Let cy be an open cover of a space X by sets w,ith irreducible eom- 
plements and suppose the meet of finitely mafly covers /3i refines a. 
Then some fli refines ar. 
Ike.‘. Suppose pi does not refine Al for i 2 2. Then for each i Z 2 there 
is Vi E &- such that Vi $ .W for each W E a. Now let VE &, Then 
c U for some U E Q. Since X \ U is irreducible and n-0 Vi 
is a subset of 21, it follows that V C kl: Thvs Pr refines or. 
Arl immediate consequence of 10.4 and 10.5 is the following result* 
10.6. If X is a jirzfte-chain space, t!ixm cmtc X = crdb X& 
The evaluation of the invariants cmtc F;j is now readily mad,e. 
10.7. For each init I ordinal up and srzch integer j, cmk 
The.-follawing fundamental representation theorems are precise ana- 
kques of the tneorems of [7] if the chain character of a finite CIlain 
s@ce is repraced by the cardinality of a finite space. The theorems are 
ed jtist as the representation theorems of Section 6, making use of 
10.1, $ 10.3, 10.6 and 10.7. 
10.8. Theorem. A space is compact if and ml’ if it is homeumorphic to 
an extension closed subspace uf ta product of spaces whose cherin chatac- 
ter k- finite. 
10.9. Theorem. Let III be a finite ~ardkal. Then cmplX < m if and ml” 
2f X is homeorm~phic to an extenskm closed subspace of a pto&ct of 
spaces with chain chmxter < m. 
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